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C'H-t\PTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Introduct.ion 
One has only to read the late former u.s. Commissioner of 
Education, James E. Allen, Jr.ls address, liThe Right to Read-­
Tar'get for the 70 I s,,,1 to be faced with the appalling statistics of 
the reading situation in our country. 
The causes of these reading problems are many and complex, 
beyond the competencies of the regular classroom teacher. As Johnson 
s't.ates: 
Children who suffer 9rea~ retardation characterized by associatIve 
learning disabi Ii tv, inadequacies in S1'h.~ory span,t' deficiencies in 
concept formation, ne~rological or en~tional complication, etc. 
often cannot be help2d in a regular classroom setting. They must 
have individuaT and small gr2up instruction on a clinical basis by 
specially trained personnel. . 
The causes of such serious reading problems can ori1y be detected 
by a specialized diagnosis which as Dechant states "is concerned with 
determining the nature of the problem, identifyIng the constellation 
1Ja~nes E.. Al1en~ liThe Right to Read--Target for the 70 1 st! 
Addr~ss to th~ National Assoctation of State Boards of Education. 
Los Angeles, California, S~ptember 23, ~969. 
2Harjorie Seddon Johnson, llReading Instruction in the C1 inic,'" 
TI' ".0 !,') ~ ..... -I ; ~... t t T, " ..... ('11- e - \I \I (') ",·v 1 o·~ 2) 1· 1{.._~::.::_,;::.::.:.:!\ .. ~~,.",~::,;:~, AIJ ~i \<..1, t • .,.J'..J. j' i VI ff 
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,
of factors that produced ft, and finding ·3 point of attack. H Thus 
the importance of reading centers where such thorough dIagnosis and 
remediation can be given. 
Study 
It was hoped thEt t~is p~per would glva the reader informa~ 
tior~ on rf~ad!ng centers in general, a~i to the! r ;-!stabl ishrnent, pUj-p·ose, 
ahQut -one sp,ec!fic r'earling center that has been it' \l')perat.ion now rOI­
five ,,:ear-s ... 
S t a t~~rr;en t of thr;: t-~ rob ~{.~tn
...-_......._------_._.__-_.-­. 
The Reading Center at Good Counsel in Mankato, M;nnesota has 
been In operation for five years. Ths purpose of thl~ paper was to 
SC~~'4J.r~ ~~f:d t, ~ Tn t t.f~ t 1C:'?lS ~-;,.~, ......._.. ".._._-----,.............__..
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limited to the years since 1960. 
This chapter introd~ced the study, stated the problem, told its 
significance and scope. Subsequent ch~pters will review related 
literature on reading centers and their effectiveness in general, and 
will tell significant features of the first five years of the Good 
Counsel Reading Center at Mankato, Minnesota. 
CHAPTER II 
SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE 
!~~".Establi5hment and Growth of Reading Centers 
In surveying the literature on the establishment of Reading 
Centers, Smith notes that: 
The first milestone in the development of reading clinics was 
laid by Grace Fernald at the University of California, Los Angeles. 
Or. Fernald, who previously had been working with deficient readers, 
was given a room In the University Training School in which to 
diagnose and treat the reading retarded. From tht, developed the 
uCfini"c School", the beginning of reading clinics. 
Since that time the growth of reading clinics and centers has 
been phenomenal. They appeared in many forms, under many names, in 
many places. Reading clinics. reading centers, reading stattons t reading 
institutions are just some of the names by which they are now called. 
Smith in speaking of this rapid growth states: 
It Is interesting to note that the term Reading Clinic had become 
so popular by 1942 and so many articles were being written about this 
subject that this phrase was gi"ven a separate heading under the 
g.eneral heading ~eadint in the classification of articles listed in 
~he Educdtional Index. 
-Nita B;Jnton Smith. "Milestones in the Development of 
Specialized interests in R.eadIng,1! Some Administrative Problems 
~. ~e.~dins Clinics, ed. Brother leo~,ard Courtney, FSC t Highlights of 
1995 Pre-Convention Institutes, (Newark, Delaware: International 
Reading Association t 1966), p. viii. 
2t4Ha Banton Smith, American Reading Instruction (Newark, 
D~laware; fnternatio"nal Raadfr~9~ Association t 1965), p. 304. 
A·nother indic.ation of their rapid growth was that 'Iin 1960 
the Educational Develop~ental Laboratories, Inc. put out a directory 
of reading clinics which contains a list of 234 clinics In the U.S.'ll 
Since that time the rapid growth of clinics has continued and they have 
branch'ed out in new and different ways. By now the number 234 is merely 
a fragment of the known existing clinics. 
One may wonder why this rapid growth. Kolson and Kaluger have 
given one explanation. 
Yesterday, all children who did not work up to a set standard 
were either labeled "dumb" or tllazy". Today they are grouped 
into three different classifications, the slow lear~erJ the 
corrective reader, and the remedial reader. It stands to reason 
since we have a classification of remedial readers which did not 
exist in the past we would have more children labeled as such 
today. With the recognition came the desire to assist. Hence, 
the ph:enomenal growth of reading clinics. 2 
Also two factors appeared in the 1950's that focused the attention 
of the nation as a whole on our educationq l system. One was the appearan~e 
of Rudolf Flesch's book t ~hy Johnny Canl~ Read,3 which openly criticized 
the way reading was being taught in American schools. The other factor 
\~a5 the successful launching of the Russian satellite, Sputhtk. Fo·r a 
rival foreign power to exceed America made the general public more 
ail/are of the need for taking a look at educational excellence. Jllnter­
'Clifford J. Kolson and George Kaluger. Clinical Aspects of 
R~fnedial B.eading (Springfield, Illinois: Charles c. Tho~rnas, 19b83J, 
p.. 95·~ 
2, bid.. p. 96 . 
3Rudo If Flesch. \"ih'L.dohnn't Can' t ~ (New York: Harper and 
Broth{~ J"'5, PlI:·'1 i she rs, 1955). 
. ... 
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national <lttention is now focused on educatioi1"'"!-especial1y on the pursui t 
of exc~11ence.Jtl 
From all this arose the need of n ••• an institution whose primary 
function is to diagnose reading disability and prescribe and provide 
- · ,,2remed I a t I on • 
Necess;ty and Definition of Reading Centers 
Children grow in many ways: physically, mentally, emotionally, 
socially, spiritually. Since ability to read plays a major role In 
developing the child's self-concept and need for success and approval, 
growth in reading .must be consistent with the child's other· growth areas, 
or many inhibiting factors may enter in which make the full personal 
development tmprobable, if not impossible. For some children this complete 
development will become an actuality through the regular developmental 
program in the classroom) but as Smith indicates: 
It is likely, however, that some students will always require 
specialized, out of class instruction if their reading ability 
l$ to be deveJo~ed to the extent that their general intellectual 
growth permits. 
These children can be helped. The Reading Center is one place 
where they will be enabled to reach their potential. 
The most effective device for the segregation and teaching of 
people who cannot profitably use textbooks in the classroom is 
1E. A. Betts, "Who Shi'111 Te.-ach Reading?" The Reading Teacher, XV
 
(May, 1962), 409.
 
2Lo is!. Mi chae I t "Read j ng Ctin j cs til Read i"9 and Rea 1i sm t ad. 
J_ Allen FIgure1, International Reading Association Conference 
Proceedings, Vol. XIII pt. 1 (Newark, Delaware: International Reading 
As.soc i at i on , I ric. t 1969), p. 363 • 
~ 
JR:fchai-d J. Smith. )'Remedial Readtn~ in the Elementary Schoo" ," 
Th~ .·N'ation:ttl Elementary Princ}I,al., L (January, '1971), 39. 
7
 
the reading clinic, an institution operated primarily to provide 
careful diagnosis of reading difficulties and intensive individual 
Qr small group teaching_ There is no doubt that if clinic teachers 
are well-trained in diagnostic and remedial technlque~, are given 
enough tlrne and resources to do th:eir work carefully, and are not 
overloaded with cases, they can get results faster than classroom 
teacht"~rs ,. 1 
Harris defines a reading clinic simply, but clearly, stating, 
itA reading clinic is an organized group of people whose primary 
,
function or purpose is helping individuals become better readers. lt ­
The emph.asis is on the individual in all clinical work. As 
Callaway suggests: 
Clinical evaluation is concerned with locating the specific
 
reading needs of the child. It is more specifically aimed
 
at pinpointing areas of weaknesses and strengths within the
 
reader and with the determination of appropriate corrective
 
n~asures to be used.3
 
Johnson in explaining the setting up of a program or' instruction 
in a read!ng center, goes on to say: 
The basis for planning the specific clinical instructional program 
must be a thorough analysis of the indi\Jid~alls problems, their 
sourc~s and th~ir specific manifestations. 
A thought-provoking note is added by Churchill when she writes~ 
lIthe clinic program is justJfied to the degree that it contributes to 
1\_1!' ~, 1• i~i11...... " .. '. .,..~ h •S 1". d f or ...) d • 1 Rd· (S t.~,' t'.ot~meyer, te·::;iC er uUI_e heme fa ear Ing 
Lou is: \4,~bs te r Pub 1i sh i ng Co ~. 1"'959), p. 2. 
2. · I' . • un ..4. C1· t· It T' R ,. T • XI VU1-\ D·2~·, .. t nflrriS, hea .... ~ng '.n.cs, n~ ~ao}.!l9. eacner,
 
(tia rch, 19bt), 232.
 
3sryon Callaway, HCilnical Evaluation to Determine the Needs 
of Chi ldr~n,JS Vistas in R·eadin:1J ed. J. Al len Figurel, International 
Reoding A:>50ciati~)n Confer;~:~1-c7.ePtoceedings, Vol. Xi pt. 1 (Newark. 
Delaware: International Re~ding Association, 'ne., 1967), p. 559. 
4Marjorie S~ddon Jahnson, "Reading Instruction in the C1 inic." 
Th::;; ;.{·3ad ~ n ~-L. Teacher , XV «(1 d Y11 l 962), 416 • 
",. -\.,. 
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effective resolutions of readin0 difficulties.l,l 
fhanglng Rol~ uf Centers 
All reading clinics or centers have one goal in common. namely, 
he·lping disab.led readers reach their potential. As the years went by, 
circumstances changed, and new needs arose, better ideas and ~eans of 
reaching that goal were discovered. As Bracken explains: 
Many clinics began with one aim or goal, that of helping children 
who. \~~re experiencing difficulty in learning to read. Through the 
yea rs· th iss i n9 1e pu rpose has, i n many i ns tance-s, been en 1a rged to 
Include dIagnostic ~nd remedial services for adolescents, col1eg~ 
studen·ts. and adults, so -that now many clinics offer clinical 
serviceS to people of all age levels. Another example of extension 
of tha services of the clinic is the provision of a reading practicum 
for undergraduate and graduate students enrolled in reading courses. 
In addition, most reading clinics have become educational units 
which promote reading .. research. 2 
Barbe points out that the changing role of reading centers can make 
a contribution that would have far-reaching effects. He does this by 
explaining: 
8y tra·ining teachers who would go back into the system, by' offering 
readtng conferences which would challenge teachers to do a more 
effe~tive job of teaching reading, by making available diagnostic 
servtces, and by constantly ~fferjng a laboratory where new materials 
and techniques were demonstrated, it was believed that there would 
be fewer children who needed remedial work~3 
lee-tty La Churchill, "Developing Reading Clinics in Public 
Schools)n Reading und Realism, ed. J. Allen Figurel, International 
Reading Association Conference Proceedings, Vol: XIII pt. 1 (Newark, 
Delaware: International g~;;.:,:ucllng Association,. Inc., 1969), p. 367. 
21)orothy Kentl.:)11 Bracken, "Reading Clinic as an Educational 
Service,e! .r}l';Reading T~.ache!.. , XX (March. 1967),534. 
•3Wa 1ter 8 • 8'arne, CiA ~ommun;1'. . . t y Rd·4ea '"9 Center: Ten Years 
later." E~~Jcation, LXXXI (Septr::mber, 1960), 51. 
Smith provides the same thought in her statement: 
Inste:3d e)f trained clinicians devoting fooSt of their efforts 
and spaclalized kn.owledga to the task of bringing a few children 
.tup to gt\Jdeu , they undoubtedJy \'Ji 11 make broader contributions. 
Their most significant functions may be those of research and 
de~Qnstratjon5. Through rese~rch th2Y will probe more deeply in 
att~mpts to find better preventive diagnostic and instructional 
procedures. Through demonstrations to teacher-in-service as 
w~11 as to teachers'-in-preparation they will show improved proce­
dures which may be used in working with underachievers in the 
classroom.' 
The newest idea connected with reading clinics is fl ••• that of 
making the clinic mobile, equipping a trailer as a clinic and taking 
the clinic to the students, rather than the students to the clinic. 
One such trailer operating in New York state is called The Rolling 
..2 
•Reade r. 
In speaking of thi5 type of diagnostic unit, Michael points 
out the advantages. "This eliminates the need for providing transporta­
t';on for students to a centralized point and also takes care of the ever­
present prob hm of space for c1 in i ca 1 servi ces. 113 
!xpe~ of. Reading Centar~ 
Because reading clinics vary greatly in therr specifIc objectives, 
their organization, and thair modes of functioning, it is impossible 
to give a generalized d~scriptlon of how clinics ~~rk. It is rather. 
nece·3s:)ry to d~~scribe a nurnber of different kinds of reading clinics, 
and t~ !ndicate t~e points of dif~rence as well as elements there 
rnay be I n common. 
l~Hla Banton Smith, Read!.:2.9.•lnstruction for Toda}/'s Children
 
(Englel.J'/ood Cl tffs, New Jersey: Prentice-lia"ll, Inc., 1963);, p. 12.
 
2Brack~n) "Reading Clinic as an Educational Service," 535.· 
3Michael, IIReading Clinics," 364. 
4Harris, 'lReading Clinics. 1I 232. 
to 
The writer will explain three types of reading centers; the 
Private reading Center~ the School Reading Center, and the University 
Reading Center. 
The Private Reading Centers--The writer found a dearth in 
materials written about private reading centers. Kolson and Kaluger 
s~mmed up their importance and necessity well by acknowledging: 
It would be much better for all our children if every school 
would accept its obligation to provide clinical services for 
chi ldren who need such treatment. "Unfortunately there are sti 11 
a large number of schools which still do not accept their 
responsibility in this area. Until the schools do accept this 
responsibility, the commercial reading clinic can perform a valuable 
service to parents whose children are not achieving in reading. 
Slnce these commercial clinics do serve a purpose, they should be 
en"cou raged. 1 
In speaking of the establishment of private reading clinics, 
Michael points out that they " ••• are usually developed by individuals 
or groups of Individuals who have skills and competencies they wish to 
sell. 1i She continues stating that " •••orle of their primary objectives 
is pecuniary gain," with the precaution and warning that ..... at the 
pr~sent time there are no legal requirements as to proof of the competency 
of individuals who wish to establ ish a private reading cl inic. fl2 
Slmilar views of private reading clinics are held by Smith) and 
Harris. who suggests that before using their services one should IIlnquire 
into professional background of the staff and the organization's repute 
among local educators. 1l1t 
I Kolson and Kaluger, E~~i~,ical Aspects, p. 122.
 
2Mt~nael. IIReading C1 inics,1I 364.
 
3Niia Banton Smith, ~~9 Instru~1jon, p. 534.
 
ItHarris, "Reading Clinics," 233.
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As with any private business adventure, certain problems must 
be overcome for smooth-running operation. Qualified personnel, 
location of the cli.1fC, the validity of its program and the matter or 
a fee all must be considered. Kottmeyer indicated the deterrents to 
operating private reading clinics as being readily apparent; namely, 
'Jc linic service is expensive and relatively few children can be given 
h.e Jp. t& 
Despite all opposing factors private reading clinics do play 
a vital role in the diagnosis, treatment, and lessening of reading 
disability. Some persons prefer to receive help from a private source 
rather than a school or university clinic. Opportunities and programs 
should be provfded for them to do 50. Also many competent, trained, 
certified persons prefer to offer their services on an individual and 
private basis. 
As with any type of reading clinic, so, too) private clinics 
tfhave an opportuni tV' and an obl igation to provide leadeorship in improving 
the instruction of reading and helplng children overcome their dlsabili­
· .. d·.,2ties In rea Ing. 
The School Readin[ Center.--Al1 writings se~m to indicate that 
the St. Louis Public School System was the pioneer in school readi·ng 
clinic5~ beginning in the mid-1940·s. 
Adams defines a schoQl reading c2nter as: 
lKot·t~"-'·-Q" Te·~ch..'~·"o,,., r,~i....sp p 2in .... 'I -, , _'_0"_"""_0~.2-~~'::;"~.' • • 
h'" ~ 1 Ito ... d· . (' 1 ) ~ ~ .1 3~'0·2M•ted_, . t Ci g..... . I ~., t CSt. . 04 •f'l. e.a 
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••• u a school within a school systemft d:esigned to provide adequate 
facility, qualified personnel, comprehensive materials, and equip­
ment for the primary purpose of evaluating students' reading 
difficulties and teaching those students to read and enjoy reading. 
As a supplement to the traditional academic program, the redding 
clinic 13 a specialized resource in basic reading education and 
an opportunity for retarded readers to become independent in the 
basic Ha". 1 
Bond and Tinker explain a school reading center as lfa room \o/el1 
stocked with materials for reading and for special practice exercises. 
The remedial te'acher works \~i th groups of chi ldren needing more special­
Ized and individual attention than can be given by the classroom teacher."2 
Churchill explains that school reading clinics derive their 
exIstence "from the needs of the school reading program. The clinic 
c~nnot function as an island, but must be cognizant of students' 
I-choal environments, work closely with classroom teachers, and utilize 
tnultldi$ciplinary talents in helping students .• 11 She continues with the 
possIbility that school reading clinics can be the "focal point of 
concentrated effort to stimulate and foster improvement of the total 
reading program through services to teachers. 1I3 
Close communication between school reading center personnel and 
the classroom teacher is most vital for the program to be effective. 
Smith· sees as a fault of many school reading centers, fI ••• that they are 
not coordinated with the school's classroom instructional programs. 
Classroom teacher and remedi,al reading teacher must be a~IiAjare of wha~ the 
lAnne H. Adams. The Reading Clinic (New York: The Macmillan 
Co., 1970 j. p " 7°. -._~- . 
2Guy L. Bond and Miles A. Tinker, Reading Difficulties: Their 
DJ~nos.is nand 'Correction (New 'fork: Appleton-Century-Crofts t Inc., 195-~1T; p.~ i 71 • 
)ChUiCh i 11 t IIDeve lop i nlJ Read i"9 C1i "i cs )II 367. 
.". -\.,. ~, 
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other is doing to improve the child's reading ability.ll l 
This importance of communication between the school reading 
clinic and all those concerned with the student was also stressed by 
Adams. 2 Anderson and Benson,3 and Sherk. 4 
Another danger of school reading centers was cited by Johnson 
and Kress. Thay \iarned that these centers never take the place of the 
regular davelopmental program. Where this has happened, Jla never-ending 
and sometimes steadily increasing supply of reta~ded readers has been 
guaranteed.1I5 In all situations and in all programs, attention and 
emphasis should always be on prevention first. 
Shark most probably was thinking along the same lines of 
prevention when he wrote: liThe school clinic, in order to justify its 
extremely high cost, must research for ways to make itself valuable 
to the school system in ways which extend beyond the walls of the 
clinic itself. u6 
As in all clinic programs, :;0, too, the school rec!lding center 
His justified to the degree that it contributes to effective resolutlons 
lRichard Smith, !IRemedial Reading,1I 41. 
? ~-Adam5, J"he Re'~1~? i ng eli n ie, p. 45. 
3Lorena A. f\llCerSOn and Eunice P. Benson, IlSetting Up a 
Reading Clinic,S) Peabody Jo..ur.':.'!.~w~.~.f Education, XXXVI J (March, 1960), 
280. 
"'J h K Sh ' ' . n ~ -' "'"'. , R· d • d R 1.. dC16<.. ..Odn • arx, ,"~r.o ~\-{1..,.,O% lnrcs, ·.ea ang an ·"ea Ism, e • 
J. Allen Figurel, International Heading Associa*tTon Conference Proce,ed­
ings, Vol. XI J I pt. 1 (Ne~t.Jark7 flelaware: International Reading 
Association, Inc., 1969) p .. 357w. 
c ;)r~ai"jorie S. Johnson) and I{l;)y Kr(~sst np,"'o9r'arns for Disabled 
Readers," The Readin\] Teo(:her,.' XXI (t1ay, 1968), 706~ 
6She r k, H SchDole 1 i n i (;5 357.t tJ 
",. -\.,. 
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of reading dlfficulties. tll 
The following are three examples of specific school reading 
centers, which cite th~ir establishment and programs in general. 
Cohn tells of the estabJish~ent of Special Reading Services 
(Reading Clinics) in the New York Public School System which were 
aothorized by the t~ayor's Commi ttee on Juveni Ie Del inquency after discover­
-ing a co~relation between juvenile delinquency and failure to learn to 
read. This clinic is set up to deal with eight-, nine-, and ten-year 
olds on a preventive basis. The program has goals and purposes for all 
those concerned with the child--the child himself, the parents, the 
classroom teacher. and the total school and community.2 
The Livonia Public Schools in Livonia, Michigan also have reading 
ce,nters which were started after the discovery that more than 300 
elementary school children and at least twenty per cent of secondary 
stu~e"ts were deficient in basic reading skills. Also it was observed 
that both elementary and junior high teachers were limited in ability 
to diagnose an~ renlediate reading difficulties. To overcome these 
deficiencies the centers were established with a three-fold combination 
of J)reme.dinl class instruction, 2) in-service education and 3)research 
in new approaches in teaching reading. 3 
The Topeka Public Schools Reading Clinic, Centers~ and Services 
·Churchill. "Developing Reading Clinics,1I 367.
 
2Stella M. Cohn, I/Upgrading Instruction through Special Reading
 
nSe.r.vices i The. Reading
..-
Teacher) XVIII (March, 1965), 477-81.
.. . 
3J • Slobodian, IIReading Center Program in Action,1I E:ducational 
Leadership) xXlr (March, 1965),386-89. 
15
 
has a similar three-pronged approach of l)in-service for teachers, 2) 
r~mediation for children and 3)concentrated clinical diagnosis of learning 
d f>J sa.b·l·I I ..~ ·.·I C.S • 1 
The University Reading Center.--Michael indicates a two~fold 
purpose for university reading centers with this statement: 
University or co11ege reading clinics may be classified in two 
large categories. It may be part or the institution's training 
program In teacher education and offer se~vices to elementary and 
secondary school children or it may be offering clinical services 
to students of the university \'1ho have reading and study problems. 2 
Most writers tend to support the college clinic which is part of 
the training program in teacher education. Among them are Kolson and 
Kaluger, who state that lIit has been argued that working with remedial 
readers calls for a great dea~ more training than working with normal 
children. Because of this, the university reading clinic must of 
necessity be part of a graduate program. 1I They go on to say that the 
university reading clinic useeks to train clinicians by giving them 
directed practice in working with children who have serious reading 
d' i s ab j 1i t ie5 • 113 
Adams sees the usefulness of the university reading center as 
being a ndzrnonstration center for observation of remedial reading 
instruction by regular classroom teachers and by student teachers." 
She also sees the reading center in the role of a "center of continuing 
to. O. Stevens, "0 rgan ization and Op~ration of the Topeka 
Reading Clinic," Tr.e Reading_I£~.~h~~~, XXi II (February, 1970), 414-17. 
2u •'~IIC hae4,. 1 "Qhead···tng C it '•. • .365'.lniC5, It 
113. 
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education by the community.1l 1 
Harris su~ns up very succinctly the importance of university 
reading centers by listing seven objectives: 
1) training of graduate students in the techniques of redding
 
diagnosis and remedial reading instruction.
 
2) conducting research on various problems in reading.
 
3) providing developmental reading programs and courses in which
 
competent undergraduate readers can raise their reading skills
 
to higher levels.
 
q) providing remedial reading programs for undergraduate students
 
whose reading ability is poor.
 
5) prov.idi.ng remedial reading services for elementary and secondary
 
school pupils.
 
6) providing developmental or "speed reading" courses for adults.
 
7) providing consultant services to schools or school systems. 2
 
f~11ow-up Studies ~n the Effectiveness of Rea~ing Cen~ers 
Since, as has been stated emphatically in a variety of ways in 
this paper, no matter what style reading centers have) all are concerned 
with helping disabled readers, one wonders, how effective are reading 
centers? What lasting results do they have? Has research been done on 
retention of gaJns achieved during the time of attendance? 
The writer found most studies reporting only immediate post­
Inst.fuction results with no evaluation of lasting retention and growth 
of gatns achieyed during the period of instruction. Only a few 
longttudin~l studies reporting gains maintained over a period of time 
were discovered. These are the studies that \~il1 be reported. 
Pear·lman and Pearlman made a study of chi ldren in grades 1-6 
two years after they attended the Valley Reading Center in Los Angel'2s, 
1Adams, The, Read t"9 eli .!!1,£., p. 11.
 
2Harris, "Reading Clinics," 232.
 
\ " 
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California. These children averaged three months J g~tn for each month 
In the pr~9ram. The r~sul ts of the! r study .showed that primary chi ldren 
made greater gains during the program and had greater retention of gains 
after dismissal. Pearlman and Pearlman believe this to be the result 
of this age youngster having faced fewer defeats and having maintaIned 
a greater degree of self-confidence and a better self-image. Results 
Indicated that if children are continued in the program until they have 
been tau9~t the skills necessary for independence, they will make growth 
after dis;nissal. If remediation is terminated prematurely, the youngster 
will not keep pace with his peers. I 
Robinson and Smith reported an evaluative study of enrollees 
ten years after attendance at the University of Chicago Reading Clinic. 
The study had t\'10 m.ajor cqncerns, the school progr-ess made after dismissal 
and the types of positions the former clients hold. Questionnaires were 
seht to forty-four former clients and their parents. Results showed 
that only three had not finished high school t more than half had finished 
co 11 f~~ge t th ree had rece Jved a mas tar IS deg ree t and two of these were 
enrolled in a doctoral program. One had finished medical school and 
was an intern. From all results it was clear that these disabled 
readers had been sufficiently rehabilitated educationally to obtain a 
formal education. Only one of the former clients was unemployed; the 
rest 'h'ere all do~ng well 'in vt~rious occupations or careers. 
These findings seem to be in direct opposition to the critics 
v/ho point out that once n pupil gets behind in reading, he is never 
---_._-_.---, 
lEr.~in Pearlman and Ralph Pearlman, "Effect of Remedial 
R·eading Training ~n a Priv2te Ci in!c,.J1 Academi~~ ·Th:erapy, V (Sun,mer, 
1970),2J3-304. 
"." 
", -\.,. ~,-
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able to catch up with his classmates. They also add the encouraging note 
that able students who are retarded in reading can be rehabilitated 
• l' f 'f-l1 h· ,*,," 1 t·· 1edu~atlona ~Y so as to u¥ a t elr occupa~10na amolt!ons. 
Preston and Yarington did a follow-up study of fifty retarded 
readers eight years after attending the University of Pennsylvania 
Reading Clinic~ The purpose was to explore the hypothesis that a 
typfcal sample of retarded readers after eight years fulfill educational 
and vocational roles similar to those fulfilled by their peers in the 
general population. Information was collected by means of telephone 
Interviews~ The subjects· rate of enrollment in high school and their 
rate of success in graduating conformed to national norms. Almost as high 
a proportion of the group gained admission to college as in the general 
population. Their ability to obtain white-collar employment and their 
unemployment were normal. This progress, th,ough, came about slowly. Many 
repeated grades in the passage through school. None had plans of 
pursuing professional or graduate study. This study showed that even 
though a reading disability need not hamper competency in high school t 
desire to enter college or engage in a white-collar occupation, it does 
slacken educational pace, limit academic aspiration and ultimate academic 
ach •tevement, an consequent y, narrows vocat:ona. poss J itles.d 1 • 1 t b· 1·· 2 
A study of continued growth in reading skill after termination 
'Helen H. Robinson and Helen K. Smith. "Reading Clinic Clients-­
Ten Year's After,1I .§1 ementary .?cho~lM Journ.a 1} LX III (October t 1962), 22-27. 
2Ralph C. Presto,,,: and David J. Yaringtcn. "Status of Fifty 
Retarded Readers Eight Years after Read i n9 eli i1 i C 0 i agnos is, II Journa 1 
o~.~~~ding.J XI (November) 1967), 122-29. 
of intensive tutoring was conducted by Balow at the Psycho-Educational 
Clinic at the University of Minnesota. Balow had three sample groups 
consisting of boys and girls bright enough to achieve at or above their 
fIfth or sixth grade av~rage age level, but who were reading three years 
01· more below expectancy. The youngsters in the first 9.rouP had no 
further remedial assistance after dismissal from the clinic. Results 
showed they did not lose the reading skill they had acquired during the 
t-ime of instruction, but neither did they continue to develop on their 
own. In contrast the second and third groups were given supportive help 
during the follow-up period. They continued to develop in reading at a 
pace more rapid than that preceding intensive tutoring. From these 
findings} Balow drew the conclusion that severe rea-ding disability is 
probably best considered a relatively chronic illness needing long-term 
treatment rather than the short course typically organized in current 
_ 1 programs. 
Balow and Bloomquist designed a study to obtain an overview of 
the social and psychological status of young readers, reading four years 
below age expectancy level, during their elementary school years. The 
sample consisted of thirty-two males who had attended the Minnesota Psycho-
Educational Clinic. At the tif'1e of the follow-up study they were twenty 
to twenty-six years of age. The procedure to gather information consisted 
of t\10 phas-~s. Phase one ~.';~1~5 a t(:lephone intcrvie\"., to assess th~ 
subjectls academic accomplish~ent5~ occupational status and pursuits, 
marital status, extent of re~edi~l reading aid and general attitude 
iBruce BaiQlA, "Th,~ long Tern Effect of ~emedial Reading
 
Instruction,n The Reading_a~r(~~~~,h~:, >~VIII (Apri 1 t 1965)>> 581-86.
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·to\Aiard readlng. Questions \-Jere not standardized i.n the belief that 
flexibility in format ~nd style of questioning was necessary to establish 
rapport and to encourage spontaneous expressions of information. The 
seeond phase was direct testing for those who'would ~ome to the clinic 
for personality and reading tests. The sample was divided into three 
groups: those t~hoa9r,eed to c-ome in for testing, those vJho did not agree 
to come in for testing, ~nd those not available for interview. Of this 
third group, in some cases a mother, father, uncle or close friend 
of the family supplied infor~ation. Results showed that most subjects 
graduated from high school with perhaps 20 per cent eventually graduating 
from college. Less than half were in occupations of a semi-skIlled or 
unskilled nature; none were unemployed. Most did not like school and 
did not read for pleasure or interest. Most felt their own efforts 
had been the important element in improving their reading skill, giving 
'tt~le credit to agencies. institutions t ()r teachers. Of those who did 
agree to come in for the testing session, results showed approximately 
• t~nth grade reading level, compared to a grade two level at the time 
of Instruction. B,a;f;w and Bloomq~ist concluded that severely disabl·ed 
readers who had received clinic help will attain average adult reading 
p·rofi.ciency, graduate from high school ~ possess mild emotional disorders 
of a neurotic type, 2nd find jobs over a wide range of occupational 
levels. I 
Ha rdy fn~de a 5 tud:, pu. V·S l.l i ',g the academ i c) vO.ca tiona 1, and soc j a 1 
adju~tment of forty young pcople who had attended the London (Canada) 
JUI-. " 
J8tvc~ Balow and Hady:i Bloomquist. "Young Adults Ten to 
Fifteen Ye~rs a'fti;r S~evere Heading Disabilit~/:t" Elem~ntary School 
Journa 1 J LXV 1 (0c !obe r, ~ 3\::;5) ~ l}r4w:48. 
1 
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Board of Education Clinic. At the tin:e of the.follow-up study half of 
the subjects were employed and half were still attending school. The 
study revealed that the forty subjects c~uld be divided into four broad 
categories with respect to the outcome of the clinical treatment: 
those who overcame their learning difficulties (eleven cases), those 
whose learning difficulties persisted (thirteen cases), those who 
experienced severe learning disabilities which persisted and which were 
probably of neurological origin (ten cases) and those with learning 
difficulties and social difficulties which persisted" (six cases). 
Four representative case studies were then cited. one for each category. 
A study by Buerger had for its purpose to reveal the effects of 
remedial reading instruction upon the long-term, post-remedial 
educational progress and attitudes of the pupils. The long-term effects 
were appri1ached thro!Jgh multiple measures; letter grades, standardized 
achievement and intelligence test score~, and self-report inventory 
and questionnaire results. The seventy-two subjects, in grades 
three through seven, of this study attended the Lf1kewood Schools' 
Reading Center in Lakewood, Ohio. Buerger used a similar control 
group in his study. Time lapse of the post-remedial period ranged 
from -.3 ttl 5 .. 6 ~',~~r(~ from the remedial periDd~. His findings show 
that pupil$ \a.Jho r-ece;ved remedial readiq9 in~;t:ruction did not make 
3 3fi;1~lar control group. 
In testing the resu!ts of r~~?dtal instr~ct~0~ on 3ttitudes of the -pupils, 
S 'IFn1 i 'J"A -up () f 
J._:3 382. 
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remedial group than the boys in the control group. Most remedial 
sample rzsponses appeared to indicate that reading help was of value 
1 to thertl. 
~Un1111ary 
I.n this chapter the writer told of different types of reading 
eenters and their purposes. Some examples of the long-term effective­
ness of reading centers were also cited. The justification for reading 
centers can best be described by a quote from Adams: 
There is need for a reading clinic--not "in name only" but 
staffed with qualified personnel and fully equipped with materials 
to use in a variety of instruction programs. l'he report of the 
success of a reading clinic cannot be described in number of 
students. personnel, or materials. The real success of the 
readtng clinic is found when a student begins to read and does not 
dread the situation. 2 
'Theodore A. Buerger, "A Follow-up of P~me~Hal Reading 
In·st.ruction. n I.h i Reading T~~~ch!:!:., XXI (Jr.H1uar"·Yt J~168), 329-34.;; 
205 .. 
CHAPTER" III
 
THE GOOD COUNSEL READING CENTER
 
In the fall of 1966 1 Sister Mary Donald Miller, SSND, a 
certified reading consultant who holds a masterls degree as a reading 
specialist from Cardinal Stritch College in Hilwaukee t Wisconsin, 
received the assignment of assocl'ate coordinator of the Sisters· 
Education Commission, an organization which is now extinct. She took 
up residence in Mankato, Minnesota at Good Counsel Hill which is the 
Kotherhouse for the Northwest Province of the School Sisters of Notre 
Darne. Before th is, Sis ter Mary Dona Jd had b;een p'r i nci pa I and teacher 
of eighth grade at St. Casimir's School in Wells, Minnesota where 
she had tutored individuals or small groups ~'1ho needed extra help in 
reading. Sister continued private tutoring in her office at Good 
Counsel with favorable results. 
At that time a three-story red brick building, a former 
dormitory and living quarters for aspirants to the Congregation of the 
School Sisters of Notre Dame was vacant on the hill. The idea was 
suggested to set up the building as a Reading Center. Sister Mary 
Donald capitalized on th~ i(l~~ and accepted the challenge. A year of 
plannlng 8nd six mcnths refurbishing at a cost of $34,000 went into trans­
forming the building into a ~el!-e~uipped, well-planned Reading Center. l 
lSister Mary Donald Hliler, SSND, interview with the Director of 
th,.~ Good Couns,e 1 Read i ng Ceq t,~ r, t:\ugus t 1 'I 1972. 
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On the first floor are the reception room, office of the director, 
the library, materials room, and testing room with an audio~eter and 
telebinocular. r"lenty individual teaching stations. carrels with 
reading accelerators) and staff room are found on the second floor. 
The supply room on the ground floor contains testing materials and 
workbook-type materials. On this same floor are the resource library 
with the latest editions of most basic readers a.nd their accompa.nying 
ma·nuals and ~"orkbooks. Also on this floor are the audio-vi.sual room 
used for filmstrips and tachistoscopic devices. 
Aim 
In keeping with the Christian philosophy of education, a warm 
friendly atmosphere permeates th~ entire structure. all students are 
respected for their own worth and ability, particular interest is shm~n 
to an in~ividualls needs, and trustful relationships between teacher 
and student developed. A proof of this happening is that after dismissal, 
many students return for friend)·)' visits or continued help. 
At the entrance of the Reading Center, a large banner holding 
the saying. liThe Key to Life Is Learning" stands out in prominence .. 
The director and the staff of the Reading Center believe strongly that 
this key is'reading. All personnel connected with the C~nter realize 
that Ita deficiency in rea,jin9 ability is recognized as leading to poor 
life adjustment and as being the basis for future school dropouts. lll 
Sister Mary Donald was also quoted in the Mankato Free Press 
as pinpointing the objectives of the Reading Center by saying: '~O 
IIi.Af 
}Feature article, Mankato Free Press, May 16, 
~.,..... .,..~_.... . 
1967. 
1 
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teach the non-reader to read. and the inefficient reader to read better." 
To meet this objective, the purpose of the Center is to diagnose reading 
and set up programs d~signed to overcome the handlc~~s. 
Along with the reading program designed to meet the needs of 
stud·ents, ernphasis is pJacGd on developing a wholesome self-concept, 
a fe~ling of achievement and success. Students are helped to set before 
themselves realistic goals which can be achieved. For the older student 
job opportunities are pursued. Sk-ills necessary to attain them are 
taught. 
Staff and Services 
The Reading Center officially opened for its first session on 
June 19, 1967, with fifty-nine students enrolled. The staff included 
nine teachers~ all holding masterls degrees as reading specialists. 
one librarian and seven other certified teachers, which made a total 
teaching staff of sixteen. 
Since that time the staff has included local area lay teachers 
during both academic year and summer sessions. These are teachers who 
have had a background in the teaching of reading from Mankato State 
College. This experience is mutually beneficial to the teachers and 
the Reading Center. They receive help to become more effective reading 
teachers in their classrcom~ while performing a service to the Center 
through their teaching. 
Many teaching sisters from the local area schools availed 
the~nselv-es uf thee opportuni t.y t/) b~~come f;:Hni I idr with· rnateritlls and 
'Feature article, M~E~!~t?....£ree Press, February 24, 1967. 
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learn techniques in the teaching of reading by offering their services 
to teach on Saturdays and after school hours during the school year~ 
In recompense for their services they can borrow materials for their 
classroom use. 
Throughout an entire session, Sister Mary Donald conducts regular 
staff meetings where problems can be discussed and help given. Also 
former Reading Center teachers continue to return to the Reading. Center 
to discuss and receive guj~ance and encouragement in handling individual 
reading problems they meet in their classrooms. 
TraIning ·sessions, or workshops in the teaching of reading are 
an added service of the Reading Center. These are available to any 
teacher, principal, paraprofessional. or teacher-aide interested in 
the improvement of reading skills in schools. 
tn order to be available to all teachers and to give help in a 
variety of skills. these workshops cover various areas of reading and 
are set up for the different levels~ An example of one of tDese series 
of workshops can be seen by examining the invitation included in the 
1
.ppendtx of this paper. 
The Reading Center is always open to visitors. Each of these 
visits includes a guided tour and explanation of the work of the Center. 
Teachers attending statewide meetings, students from Mankato State College 
and individual school facu1ties have availed themselves of the opportunity. 
Sister Mary Donald also is available to speak at faculty or Home-
School Association meeting~. Th2se services are available for all 
l See Appendix, p. 41. 
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schools--public and parochial. 
Twice a year during the spring and fall quarters speed reading 
classes g(e offered for college and professional people. The attendance 
has usually averaged ten to tw~nty persons per session. Each class 
consists-of eleven sessions in a six to eight week period. 
Besides the inservice and teacher preservice training;' the 
services of the Reading Center have expanqed in other ways. Foreign 
exchange students from Mankato State College are helped to overcome 
language barriers. The~e has been a broadening of the Adult Basic 
Program. Plans are being made to help inmates from the St. Peter State 
Hospital in St. Peter, tiinnesota. 
Ar·aas Se rved 
.........."'Wfl"'~r •
 
At first J the majority of students enrolling at the Center came 
frOTa the f1iEinkato area, or from neighboring towns. As the work of the 
Center spread and became better known, its program attracted individuals 
f r·om dis t :Incas J inc1ud j ng some out-of-s tate 5 tud·en·ts. Tab 1e 1 shows the 
areas servea by the Center during the first. five years. 
TAstE 1 
NUMBER OF PUPILS FROM AREAS SERVED
 
BY THE READING CENTER
 
City of Out 
Mankato of 
State .20 rn i . 
5 
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In the Mankato area, diagnostic testing and clinical reading 
services are also available at Mankato State Co1iege. In reading 
Table 1 and noting the large number of students from th~ city of 
Mankato itself, it is shown that only in a limited way have these 
services hindered the enrollment at the Good Counsel ~eading Center. 
Fine cooperation exists between the staffs of the two centers. 
Enrollment Data 
The year at the Reading Center is divided into two sessions 
of thirty hours each. One runs for six weeks during the summer, 
meeting daily for an hour on a five-day basis. The other session is 
from Septemb~r to May, meeting once a week for an hour. The time for 
th~s~ instructional periods is usually after school hours. Saturdays, 
or early evening hours. 
During the first five years, the Center served a total number 
of 456. Table 2 shows this total enrollment broken down into the two 
sessIons of summer and school year from June) 1967, to June, 1972. 
In studying Table 2 one can see that the enrollments during the 
Sept".- May sessions remained fairly stable with the largest enrollment 
du.rtng the 1970-71 school year. Since the first summer session of 1967 
there has been a steady increase in enrollment until the summer session 
of 1972 when there was a considerable decrease. Some possible reasons 
for this decrease could be the expansion of the diagnos~ic and clinical 
reading services available at Mankato State College. These"are free 
services which coutu be a decidin~ factor in some cases. The public 
school system also offered free enrichment and rem~dial services during 
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the summer of 1972 for ail leve)s--elementarYJ Junior High and Senior 
High. 
TABLE 2
 
YEARLY ENROLLMENT FROM JUNE. 1967, TO JUNE, J972
 
• II 
June, 
Sept. 
Total 
1%7-1968 
.. 
1967-July, 1967 
1967-May,. 1968 
1969-1970 
I 
I
t 
l 
No. 
59 
62 
TIT 
No. 
I 1968-1969 
June, 1968-Ju ly, 1968 
Sept. 1968-Hay, 1969 
Tota 1. 
1970-1971 
No • 
73 
64 
t37' 
No. 
June) 1969-July, 1969 
Sept. 1969-May, 1970 
Total 
73 
58 
131 
June, 
Sept. 
Total 
1970.-J !-I 1y , 1970 
1970-May, 1971 
80 
88 
m 
-
June, 
Sept. 
T·ota 1 
--, 
1971.-1972 
. .. ...:11 ...... 
1971 ­ J.U 1YJ 1971 
1971-May, 1972 
No. 
89 
79 
m 
t 
1972 
June, 1972-July, 
. .~....... .. ... ...... 
1972. 
No. 
1;7 
The total enrollment ~'ias also br~ki~n dOtAln into groups showing 
the comparison of male to female and of children to adults. Adults 
included ani~ne eighte~n years or over. T~ble 3 gives this information. 
The st~dy of the enrollment during the first five years of 
tha Good Coo;1se I Read} ng C;~;~f1 t~ ':" ::)hcw'~ tha t 65 pe r t,;f;~nt of the students 
were hoys and 35 per cent wer~ 9irls~ 
Ourrei 1 at t h?~ n()5 ton Un i v if.·r :~~ t. y [.d uca t i onale 1i n i c • His studY 
30 
stated that "among children brought to the clinic for study the ratio 
b" • 1· . .. 1 .f IS to one.ooys to grr S ten 
TAStE 3
 
TOTAL ENROLLMENT FROM JUNE, 1967, TO JUNE t 1972
 
I 
Hale Female Total Ch i 1dren 
296 160 456 420 
I
Adults TotalI 
I 
1·i36 456I 
t 
-
In preparing the material for Table 3, the writer noted that 
most of the adult enrollees had come in recent years. The apparent 
reason for this could be that as the Center became better known, more 
referrals were made by organizations such as the Minnesota Vocational 
Rehabilitation Center. 
Also, college students, who are recognizing their inability to 
lReet educational .goals they have set for themselves, have begun to 
come for help. 
Pl~9nosi~ and Testing 
Diagnostic tests were given to each applicant and were used to 
determine the reading deficiencies and provide the basis for a 
prescriptJve, corrective program. 
Most students enrolling were given an individual IQ test. 
-":~1.""""""'''''''' -1l''£·''' _ 
I Donald o. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Rea~i~9 Abil,ities 
(New York: World Book Co_. 1940), p. 281. 
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either the s:~nford-Binet,t WISc,2 or ~,3 depending on the age level 
of the enrollee. Hany times the Slasson Intelligence Test," which is 
a mUi:h shorter test of ment.al ability and can be used with all age 
levels, was given. 
5The entire ~nfor~ Diagnostic Reading Test was administered 
to all enrollees. The Wide Rang! Achteve~nt Test' which checks 
spelling and word recognition was also administered to each individual. 
Parts of the ,Durrell A.nalysis of Reading Difficu.lty7 were used. 
If the studen t \~as of prima-ry grade age, the Botel Reading 
8JflyentorYJ Phonics Mastery Test was given. For these stude-nts also, 
either the Gates MacGinitie Reading Test9 or the Pupi 1 P.rogress Series 
lLewis M. Terman and Maud A. Merril, Stanford-Binet Intel1i2ence 
Scale (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1960). 
20avid ~chsler, Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children 
(New York: The Psychological Corporation, 1949). 
30avid Wechsler, W~chsler Adult Intel1igen~e Scale (New York: 
The Psychological Corpora-t-ion,- 19li9). 
4Richard L. Slosson, Stasson Intelligence Test (New York: 
SJosson Educational Publ ication, -1963). 
5Bjorn Karlsen, Richard Madden, and Eric Gardner, Stanford 
Diagnostic Reading Tt~st (Nzw York: Harcour-t, Brace, and ·World, "Inc.,
1966). or, 
6J . F. Jastak, S. W. Bijou, and S. R. Jastak, Wide Ran~~ 
Achievement Test) 1965 Revision (Wilmington, Delaware: Guidance 
A5sociat~s, 19m. 
700naid Durrell, Ourrel,l..AnalysLs. of Readin~. P.i.fficulty
 
(New York: Harcourt, Brace, and Y0rld, Inc., 1955) •
 
• , 8Mu~t:on Bot~l, ~ot71 R.r:,adin g. .;,~~vento~pnics t1astery Test
 
(Ch t C~ 90 ~ r 0 11 t:; t t ? u.,)} t s h i n9 l, o. j I 9b '0) •
 
9Arthur !. Gates and Walter H. HacGinitle, G~tes H3cGinitj~ Read­
i 09 T ;~~s t (NC'~l York: Te{~·:;;'L~rs CG T1'age Press. Co i ur::b1 a Un i ver5~i ty ,19&5) • 
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Piagno!!ic Reading Test' was available, both of which test vocabulary 
and comprehension. 
Intermediate grade .age students usually received, besides the 
regular standardized tests) an informal word analysis and phonics 
test. which was composed one summer by two of the clinicians on the 
s.taff. 
High school students, college students, and adults receive the 
~son-Denny Reading Test2 and the Cooperative English Test. 3 For a 
te·st of thei r phonetic knowledge, the ~.honics. Knowledge Survey was 
" 
usually administered. The Adult Basic learning Exami~ation5 which is 
designed to be used with adults and consists of items of a~ult content, 
was used to assess achievement as low as first grade. It \.vas develop:ed 
to determine the general education level of ~dults who have not completed 
formal eighth-grade education. 
S·ince some cl·inicians had favorite tests they preferred to 
gIve) a variety of other tests, such as the Gray Oral R~ading 
---~-----
'Oliver Anderhalter, R. Stephen Gawkoski, and Ruth Colestock, 
!.!&E.,!.Lfr::~)~l~eSS Series Diagnostic Reading Test (Bensenvi lIe, 111 inais: 
Scholastic "resting Service, 196B). 
2M• J. Nelson and E. C. Denny, The Nelson-Dft~!y ~ea~ing Test
 
(Bos ton: Hot_gh ton ti i ff 1in Co., 1960).
 
3Cooperative English Tests (Princeton, N~w Jersey: Educational 
• r---·" 19}0)Testang ~erVlce, 0 • 
4Dolores Durkin and leonard Meshover, Phonics Knowledg~ Survey
 
{New Yor·.k: Teachers College Press, Columbia University, 1964} ... ·· -~
 
SBjorn Karlsen, Richard Hadden, and Eric Gardner, Adult Basic 
Le;;rn;n:.1 EXiirninatiQn {New York: Harcourt, 8race, JOJvanovich, Inc., 
~~."'" . "., '" 197~:} • 
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1 2Test, the Diagnostic Reading Scales, and the Si lent Diagnosti.c Reading 
Test3 ~re also available for the clinician to use as she preferred 
and saw fi t. 
Reading tests that accompany basal readers were often used to 
determine a child's readiness for the next level. 
for those clinicians \'/ho were trained to administer it, the 
I 11 •Inc,seo 'rest 0 f . isycno0. • 1_~~~Jstl~t • • Ab -, 1 -, t L/' was a 1so ava.•1ab 1 e. This 
was used on 1y occas i ona 11 y as. the need a rose. 
Referrals and Enrollees
... v. _,__--...­
Anyone interested in improving his/her reading skills was 
eligible for classes at the ,Center. It was open both to the slow and 
to the advanced reader. No distinction was made regarding race or 
creed. 
Most referrals for children came directly from their parents or 
~chool personnel. These were students at any level who were not making 
satisfactory progress or whose reading achievement was below their 
capac i ty 1eve1• 
Since enrichment programs, study skills instructions, and 
1t.r- 1 I ... S GY1 i J • i a~l1 • ray, Gray Oral _Reading, Test. (New York: Bobbs-
Merrill Co., Inc., 1957). 
2George o. Spache, 0 i agnos tic R~ad i 09 Sea 1es. {Hen terey , 
California: California Test Bureau, 19631. 
3Guy l. Bond, Theodore Clymer, and Cyril J. Hoyt, The Dev·elop­
!!"~::~~;.a.l R~ac!..l.~~e~sts _ S i 1e.nt Re.Ed i"9 0 i a.gno? tic Te.s t (Ch i cago':Lyons­
and Cal-nahan. 1955). 
4Samuel Kirk, James J. McCarthy, and Winifred Kirk, illinois 
Tes t of PsychtJ 1 i ngu i 5 tic l\b i 1 i ties t Rev i 5ed Ed i t ion, (u rbana-~· i 11 i no is: 
UnJv'~I"sity of-nTinois, 1968). · 
speed reading were also offered, many college students came for their 
own .s,elf--improvement and help in meeting college course requirements. 
High school students ~~/ho ~l'Ii5hed to improve thzi r reading power 
or to prepare for college work were also attracted to the Center. School 
drop-outs or adults who needed to correct reading deficiencies also came. 
Referrals were made by organizations such as the Minnesota 
Voc.ational Rehabilitation Center. -or Services for the Blind for the 
purpose of evaluating an individual's ability to learn to read and to 
dIscover the achievement level the individual had in reading. Families 
of former students were another source of referral. 
SOme individuals came to the Reading Center for testing and 
evaluative purposes only. Since its beginning the Center has offered 
t,hese te,sting services to forty-six individuals. This number is not 
counted in the total enrollment. 
The ,grade placement of students enrolled during the first five 
years is given in Table 4. 
TABLE Z. 
GRADE PLACEMENT AT TIME OF ENROLLMENT 
IPrim. ( 1-3) t 
.. .....­
Inter. 
(4-·6) 
I Jr. H.S.I (7-9) Sr. H.S. (10-12) I Adult 
,. 
Ungraded* 
154 
-
149 85 27 36 5 
-.... 
.
*Ch.Ildren a~sjgned to a special education room in a school. 
During the first five years the majority of students. 67 per cent, 
were 1.n the elementary school, both primary and intermediate level. 
Since ~o~t students were given an individual test of mental ability 
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as part of the diagnosis, information was collected shewing the range 
of mental abi 1ity of -the enro·llees. These scores were derived from a 
vaiiety of individual intelligence tests which were gjyen at thd Reading 
Center at time of enrollment. This information in shown in Table 5. 
T.ABLE 5 
RANGE OF MENTf\l ABILITY AT TfM-E OF Dlt\G'NOSTIC TESTING 
,
 
60-7-9 
Low 
29:
 
-*This number 
l 
120-146 Not90-109 t 110-11980-89 IB. Av. Normal Ifj H. Av. Sup. Tested* 1 
':~l' -­50 223 82 51 
t I 
includas adults reading on a primary level t who came 
::J I
i 
J:: ~ 
principally for help in being more productive on their job. A mentnl 
test was not administerGd. 
During the first five years of the Reading Center, 51 per cent 
of students tested scored within the average or normal range of n~ntal 
ab i 1i ty .. 
~ructional Pr~9ra~ 
Instruction is begun on the studentfs reading level and accordTng 
to the needs indicated in the preliminary diagnosis. 
A thoroughly. ecclectic approach was pursu~d. Basal readers 
and workbooks, independent warkbooks j programmed materials. remedial 
kits, games 1 and linguistic approaches were all employed. Most fre­
quently a combination of several such approaches was used. The use of 
audio-visual aid~, such as filmstrips, records, controlled readers, 
tapes. tachisto~copic ~evice5 all added variety and interest to the 
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The program was designed to supplement and complement other 
reading rrogram~ offered in schools throughout the area. With the 
elementary student, the clinicians often used the same basic text as 
the youngster was using in school. In this "Jay reinforcernent and re­
teaching of skills missed in the regular school program was supplied. 
Any faulty learnings that may have taken place could also be corrected. 
The library and the encouragement of library reading is a vital 
part of the entire program. In addition to the instructional and 
corrective work during the class period, the clinician plans and directs 
study which can be done at home. 
Along with instruction. the development of favorable attitudes 
towards reading and towards the individual himself as a person was 
pervasive. 
In te"rv i ews
-
An Init"ial interview "lith the parents was held at the time of 
referral. At the end of the session another interview for evaluative 
purposes was held. At these interviews the clinician interprets test 
data, offers pertinent advice about overcoming reading disabilities, 
and gives guidance in planning future educational careers. Par~nts 
are encc:ura·ged to stop in for informal discussion and clarification of 
any matter ~uring the time of instruction. This could be done when 
they c.all for their youngsters after classes. ~Jith older students 
and ~dult5J analysts of their reading problems and evaluation of 
profJress are an Integral part of their instructional period. 
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Records and Reports 
A cumulative folder \'/as kept for every student enroll ing at 
the Center. It co~tains the complete diagnosis of the student with 
results of tests given, materials used, library books read) anecdotal 
-
reports and recommendations made by the clinicians at the end of the 
1
session. The record form was revised in 1972. 
As a result of the diagnosis, the instructional level for each 
student enrolling at the Center was ascertained. At the end of the 
instructional period when tests were given for evaluative purposes t 
the instructional level was again found.- Table 6 shows gains made 
according to the instructional level from the time of enrollment to 
the time of dismissal or termination of attendance. 
TABLE 6 
GAINS MADE ACCORDING TO INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL 
DU~ING THE TIME OF ATTENDANCE 
r· I - I
 
No Gain lOne I Two Three Four or i Inf. Not 
in level I Level I Levels Levels Hore Levels! Avai lable~: 
----+-1- -----+--.­II 
40 I 185 93 62 46 I 30I II 
, i :--_.1~ _ 
*This information was lacking on some students because of moving 
before final testing could be given, fluctuating attendance during the 
instruction period, or unexplained termination of attendance. 
Since length of attendance varied for the enrollees during these 
first five years, it was not possible to say that those who gained" four 
lSee Appendix, p. 42. 
or ·rr.ore level·s qrew mor~ rapidly. Some of these attended longer, 
and thus gained more ti'''tan those \>tJho attended a shorter time. Some 
.1~o had ~reater deficits betwe~n achievement and potential to over­
corne. This aJ lo\~ed them to g3in fi!Ore than those who had lf~s5er need 
for improvement. 
Summarx 
In this chapter the writer described the following character­
istics of the Good Counsel Reading Center: origin, aim, staff and 
servi'ces, areas served, enrollment data, diagnosis and testing. re­
ferrals and enrollees, instructional program, interviews, and reports 
and records. In making this study similarities between the Good Counsel 
Reading Center and other reading centers became apparent. Hnst outstand­
Ing among these simi tar trai ts were- the facts that the large majori ty 
of the students "'Jere male and most of the students fell within the 
normal range of intelligence. 
Since this paper gave information on reading gains made during 
the time of attendance only, the writer would suggest that future 
research Include a follow-up study of the retention of gains made 
by t~e enrollees who ware served by the Reading Center during these 
first five years. 
APPENDIX 
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Instructional work is given in a series of 15 
or 30 classes, depending upon the needs noted 
in the original findings. In order to give the 
individual time to develop permanent and effie 
cient reading habits, the lessons are preferably 
spaced at intervals over a period of 30 weeb. 
In the summer, however, a concentrated course, 
30 classes, is conducted during a six week 
session. 
The instructional work is begun at the stu­
dent's reading level and according to the needs 
indicated in the preliminary diagnosis. In 
addition to the instructional and corrective 
work during the class periods, the clinician 
plans and directs study which can be done at 
home, so that the student advances more 
rapidly. The greater the cooperation of the 
school, the home and the Center in t'he reading 
program, the greater the progress of the indi­
vidual 
SUMMER SESSION (30 classes) 1 hr. each 
• Daily Instruction	 June • July 
• Testing Dates will be scheduled 
SCHOOL YEAR	 (30 classes) 
September • May 
•	 Classes are scheduled after school hours and 
on Saturday 
One 60 minute period a week 
FEES 
• Preliminary Diagnosis $15.00 
• Returning students-diagnosis 5.00 
• Individual instruction (per hour) ~ 
• Checks are made payable to: 
READING CENTER 
F 
E 
E 
S 
,/ 
GOO D C 0 U K S E L REJiDING CE1'tTER 
YOU ARE INVITED!! 
\tfffO?----------- Any t~acher, teacher-aide, principal - interested in 
Reading from' Grades 1 through 8. Cost is $1.00 per 
p€rson, per session. 
vmAT?-----~--- Five workshops geared to specific skills for specific 
grades. 
\i1HErr?--------- v!ednesdays, 2: 30 to 4: 30 p .. m. 
v[~ERE?-----v--- Room 311, College Building, Good Counsel Hill 
Mankato, Minnesota 5600l Phone: 345-5058 
Contact: Si.ster Mary Donald, Reading Center. 
October 11 - "COrJIE TO THE 11AI!'f IDEA" Grades L~-5-6 
by Sister I'Iary Donald, Director of Reading Center. 
October 25 - "DIAG:NOSIJJG P~ADlljG DIE'FICULTIES iUrD SHfuT{I:NG ~v!i.YS 
OF DE1TB,LOPII'IG SIGHT VOCi\BUL.ARyn Grades 1-2-3 
by Mrs. Joan Bennett, Shakopee School Reading 
Consultant. 
!lO~lember 1 - "USI~rG TH;I; l'TE1)SPAPER TO TEAGII RBADIT1G SKILL'SIl 
Gr~~es 6-7-8 by Sister Mary Donald, Director of 
I~eadi:ng Center. 
:Nove~lber 8 .,	 "GAl'ISS TO DZVELOP DICTIOrLARY SI'CI:LIssn 
Grades 4-5-6 by. Sister M. Emeria Jirik, Reading 
Consu.l·ca11t of Title I Schools, Ivlankato. 
Ifovcm'ber 16~- HORG.AI\TIZATI01'TAL SKILLSH Grades 4-5-6-7-8 
Sister I:Iar;{ DO?1ald, Director of Reading Center". 
/' 
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------------
------------
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'). GOOD COUNSEL READING CENTER 
NAME BIRTHDATE AGE GRADE 
ADDRESS CITY STATE PHONE 
PARENT OR GUARDIAN DATE OF REFERRAL 
SCHOOL ADDRESS 
/' 
Test Record - School History Tests Administered at Center 
Date Intelligence Form C.A. M.A. l.Qo %ile Date Intelligence Form C.A. M.A. I.Qo %ile 
Achievement Grade Achievement Grade 
Date Form Equiv. %ile Date Form Equiv. %il. 
Level of Reading Material 
in School: 
Type of Rdg. Instruction: 
Remarks: 
.l:­
N 
Diagnostic 'fest Other Testsf 
Date Name ~~~~,. %11e 
DURRELL ANALYSIS 
Date Levels 
1. Oral Reading 
2. Silent Reading 
3. Listening Comprehension 
4. Word Recognition 
5. Word Analysis 
6. Visual Memory of Words 
7. Phonic Spelling of Words 
LATERALITY 
Date 
Handedness 
Eyedness 
Footedness 
Summary 
TELEBINOCULAR - Vision Date 
Remarks: 
AUDIOMETER - Hearing Date 
Remarks: 
Date Name Form Results 
FINAL RESULTS 
Total Gains in Reading Level from date of entry to 
dismissal in Grade Level. 
Entry Dismissal 
Reading Level at dismissal: 
instructional independent 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
\ 
/ 
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
 
Year Materials used 
Gr. 
Lev. 
Date 
Begun 
Date 
Completed 
~ 
\N 
\ 
! 
I' 
\ 
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
 
Gr. Date Date 
Year Materials used Lev. Begun Completed 
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